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How do I clean my glasses? What are they made of? What sort of lenses should I ask for? 
What is the airspeed velocity of an unladen swallow? The answers to all your questions (and 
some questions you didn’t know you had) are right here. 

Materials
The metal
ic! berlin metal glasses are made of extremely flexible and lightweight 0.5mm spring 
stainless steel making them practically indestructible, yet soft enough to adjust by hand to 
achieve the perfect fit. 

Our steel contains iron, carbon and chrome, as well as trace amounts of nickel but as a 
rule is suitable for people with allergies: thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE), silicon and acetate 
temple tips and nose pads prevent prolonged contact between skin and metal. Our frames 
meet all DIN EN ISO 12870, ISO 12312-1:2013, ANSI Z80.3-2010 and AS/NZS 1067:2003 
standards.

TPE and siliocone nose pads and elastomer temple tips can be easily bent to adapt to the 
shape of your skull, but acetate temple tips must be heated before adjusting; if you try to 
bend cold the acetate will break. 

Overly aggressive and unnecessary stress can damage your glasses and is to be avoided. 
Excessive or incorrect bending (and back bending) can weaken the metal and damage the 
coating so please be gentle - especially around the lenses - and do not use any sharp tools. 
Your friendly neighbourhood ic! berlin dealer will happily perform adjustments for you.

Even though it is rust proof, long-term build up of dirt and oils (i.e. sweat, cosmetics) can 
still damage the surface of the steel. This tends to happen most in the groove between lens 
and frame, so regular cleaning is recommended. 

For adjustments and replacement parts visit your friendly neighbourbood ic! berlin dealer. 

The acetate
Sheet metal was where it all started, but with acetate we were able to have some real fun. 
ic! berlin acetate fronts and parts are each cut from a single sheet of premium cellulose 
acetate: no screws, glues or injections of performance enhancing substances. Acetate is 
a hypoallergenic plastic derived from organic cotton fibres. The colours are UV-stabilized, 
however as acetate does not contain petroleum subtle variations in colour and pattern 
may occur. Over time heat, sweat and oils from your skin and hair may dull the finish where 
the acetate is in constant contact with your skin (i.e. nose, ears). A buff and polish from 
your optometrist will provide a quick fix, but regular cleaning is the best way to avoid this 
altogether and prolong the life of the acetate. 

The beauty of acetate is that it becomes supple when heated and can be easily moulded 
to fit you perfectly. This should only be done by a qualified and authorised ic! berlin dealer. 
Acetate parts may be heated to a maximum of 80°C (175°F). Incorrect heating and bending 
can void the warranty and irrevocably damage your glasses, so please take care. Moreover, 
prolonged exposure to heat (i.e. in the shower, car dashboard) will ruin the finish of the 
acetate, so if they are not on your nose your glasses should be in their case.

The 3D printing: plotic
Plotic glasses are made by Selective Laser Sintering, an additive manufacturing technique 
using next generation 3D plotting and printing technology. Plotic is a hypoallergenic 
plastic in the Polyamide 12 group and has a molecular structure similar to natural silk. It is 
extremely strong, lightweight (30% lighter than cellulose acetate!), and robust, but like all 
plastics has its limits so please be mindful when handling your frame.



Unlike traditional plastics, plotic is highly heat-resistant and holds its shape up to 150°C 
(302°F). As such we recommend fitting new lenses cold, as high temperatures are not only 
dangerous but can affect the finish of the frame. Avoid scratches by storing your glasses in 
their case whenever they’re not on your nose as plotic! cannot be buffed. If the finish dulls 
over the years a little rub with a high-viscosity oil (such as Ballisto Oil) will restore your frame 
to its original glory.

Plotic frames grow layer by layer. A 3D plot file of the frame is loaded into our printer and 
broken down into approximately 0.1mm cross-sections. A laser traces each cross-section 
onto the surface of a bed of polyamide powder, heating and fusing the particles together. As 
each layer is finished, the bed lowers by one layer thickness and a new layer of powder is 
rolled on top. The process is then repeated layer by layer until the frame is finished.

Rubber
With rubber we want to give you it all: high-performance, high fashion eyewear with all the 
flexibility and strength of our world-famous 0.5mm sprung stainless steel. In fact, rubber 
eyewear from ic! berlin starts its life as a sheetmetalframe: in our Produtkion Haus in Berlin, 
we coat a sheetmetalcore with a liquefied thermoplastic elastomer (TPE-U) which, as it 
cools and sets, solidifies into a remarkably elastic rubber. No glues, no hooks, no chance 
for anything to wear out or break off. 

ic! berlin rubber is heat and scratch resistant and is suitable for wearers with latex allergies. 
Rubber frames can be adjusted cold by hand and cleaned as usual with cold water and a 
mild household detergent. As with all ic! berlin frames, please do not use any sharp tools or 
chlorinated cleaning products. Cleaning in an ultrasonic bath is possible but ill-advised as 
the rubber will absorb the vibrations and you will be left waiting a long time before you see 
any progress. 

Colours
Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)
Stainless steel cannot be dyed, so we achieve our rich, durable colours through Physical 
Vapour Deposition (PVD). PVD is a process in which we vacuum-deposit a thin layer of 
crystals - ten times thinner than a human hair - directly into the surface of the metal. These 
crystals reflect light at certain wavelengths to produce vibrant, irridescent colours. 
The PVD coating is extremely durable and scratch resistant, however over time you 
may notice slight changes at points of constant mechanical stress (i.e. hinges). This is 
unfortunately unavoidable, but we like to think it adds a little character and individuality to 
your glasses.

Q&A with Thomas Bochmann, Head of Technical Development, ic! berlin brillenproduktions

What is PVD coating?
PVD stands for Physical Vapor Deposition and is a vacuum-based coating process, used 
specifically in the manufacturing of heavy machinery as well as for parts exposed to heavy 
wear such as drills and milling cutters.

Why use PVD coating for glasses?
PVD coating is perfect for our frames, since the patented ic! berlin hinge has a greater 
surface area than common hinges with screws. The hard, friction-reducing PVD coating can 
be applied in a perfectly even coating of just one thousandth of millimeter and so doesn’t 
impact the flow of the hinge.

How are these colours created?
In the same way a prism breaks light into individual lightwaves and reflects the different 
colours of the rainbow, the smallest crystal parts in the PVD coating refract and reflect light 
– depending on the nanometric layer construction – in one specific wave length.



Lacquer
Some colours and finishes are impossible to achieve through PVD, so to give you even 
more options we turn to traditional high quality lacquer. Lacquered parts are coated up to 
five times by hand before being cooked and set in an oven. This coating is flexible enough 
to move with the metal and produces a softer, more elegant finish than PVD while still 
meeting the impossibly high quality standards of the wizards down in the ic! Innovation and 
Development Lab.

Hinges
Our revolutionary, patented, interlocking hinge system means there are no screws to fall out 
or break. ic! berlin glasses can be dismantled and reassembled in a matter of seconds. And 
because we use only the highest quality materials such as spring stainless steel, ic! berlin 
eyewear is practically indestructible (this is not a challenge!). 

There are six incarnations of our hinge: the open metallic, the open plastic, the plotic, two 
types of closed hinge and the inclination hinge. 

The open metal hinge

The acetate hinge

The plotic hinge

insert! push!

push!



The closed hinge (6mm)
The ic! berlin closed hinge locks the temple in place. It comes standard on all kids frames 
and selected models with 6mm temples. For extra security, all open 6mm hinges can be 
closed by replacing the standard clip with an anchor clip. Anchor clips can be ordered 
through the ic! berlin Customer Care Team.

The closed hinge (4mm)
To create the superfine 4mm hinge we tweaked the three-prong system. The middle prong 
is shorter, the temple is skinnier, and the clip is gone. The new temple is slender, sexy, 
sublime and doesn’t need to be removed to fit lenses (see next page).

The inclination hinge
Nobody’s perfect. Some of us have one foot larger than the other, one leg longer than the 
other, one boob bigger than the other. Most of us have one ear ever so slightly higher than 
the other, which can cause your glasses to sit crooked. We invented a quick and easy fix to 
adjust the temples up or down by three degrees, so your glasses will always sit level: 

If the hinge on your frame doesn’t open and close as smoothly as it should a drop of sewing 
machine oil will bring it back to life.

Lenses
Not all lenses are created equal. When fitting new lenses, we recommend high-index plastic 
(n=1.6), polycarbonate or Trivex.

The groove for metal frames will depend on the colour coating: for lacquered frames the 
groove should be 0.65mm wide and the lens cut 0.3mm smaller all around. For frames in 
PVD colours the groove should be 0.6mm wide and the lens cut true to size.

A correct fit ensures the perfect tension in the hinge and gives the frame the necessary 
stability: when a lens is cut to the correct size the space between the two sides of the hinge 
will be parallel:

up    down

lens too big lens too small

standard

anchorswitch!



Fitting lenses into frames with the 4mm hinge
With the superfine 4mm hinge we streamlined the lens fitting process: you can now change 
the lenses without removing the temple. All you need is a piece of ribbon or nylon:

Fitting lenses into rubber frames
Fitting lenses into a rubber sunglass is simpler than you might think. It follows the same 
principles as fitting an acetate frame: the “pop-in” method, from front to back (from outside 
in).

Starting at the upper temporal corner, place the glass into the metal ring and then into the 
upper nasal corner; the top half of the metal ring should sit snugly in the groove. Continuing 
from the nasal corner in an anticlockwise direction, press the lens into the frame bit by bit 
until the it clicks into place back at the temple. CLICK = IN. 

Please note: the groove must 0.4mm deep and between 0.6 and 0.65mm wide. To avoid 
chipping during fitting, bevel the rear/inside of the lens at 42°.

Sun lenses
All ic! berlin sunglasses are fitted with super lightweight, super strong plastic lenses that 
offer full protection against harmful UV rays. Our sun lenses took the dropball test and aced 
it (F.D.A 21-CFR 801.410).

This table explains filter category levels of sunglasses but please note: the filter category is 
the amount of light allowed to pass through the lens and does not represent UV absorption. 
If your sunglasses are fitted with polarized lenses please be aware of possible colour 
distortions or blackout with some LCD screens.

No tint.
No protection from sun glare.

Light tint, little protection. 
Best for cloudy conditions.

Medium or graduated tint, moderate 
protection. Best for sunny conditions.

Very dark and special purpose lenses. 
Not suitable for driving.

Dark tint, lots of protection. 
Best for bright sunlight and driving.
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Temple tips & nose pads
Temple tips and nose pads improve grip and provide cushioning between metal and skull. 
Because they are in constant contact with your skin and hair temple tips may discolour 
or perish over time (due to sweat, cosmetics etc). Acetate temple tips can be buffed and 
polished if they start to show signs of wear, but be aware that this can shorten their life 
span. Regular cleaning will prevent this altogether and prolong the life of the frame.

Adjusting temple tips
TPE and silicone temple tips can be adjusted cold. Acetate temple tips must be warmed 
before adjusting!

Because plotic has a very high heat resistance we developed the ‘vario’ temple tip for plotic 
frames. To adjust, simply move the temple tip back or forth until it clicks, no heat required.

Care & Cleaning

We recommend taking your glasses apart regularly for a full clean, paying special attention 
to the groove between lens and frame; this area seems to be a magnet for dirt and oils. A 
soft-bristled toothbrush is your friend here.

Wash your frame with cold or lukewarm water and a mild household detergent. We 
recommend water or alcohol based solutions such as window/glass cleaners as oil based 
detergents (such as dish washing liquid) can leave a greasy residue. Avoid chlorinated or 
harsh cleaners such as bleach, and remember: salt is the mortal enemy of stainless steel!

While we do not recommend them, ultrasonic baths may be used, but only after the frame 
has been completely disassembled: remove all clips, nose pads and temple tips first. Frame 
fronts must be kept moving at all times in an ultrasonic bath.

After a quick rinse, dry everything off with a tissue or your ic! berlin polishing cloth and 
you’re good to go! Make sure all parts are completely dry before putting your frame back 
together, paying special attention to the lens groove, temple tips and clips.

And if this all just seems too much, your friendly neighbourhood  ic! berlin dealer will happily 
clean and adjust your glasses for you. 

The outer ‘fingers’ keep the temple 
sitting securely in the hinge. If they 
are spread too wide, the temple 
will move around in the hinge. Just 
bend them back together to keep 
everything nice and snug.

If you notice a drop in tension in the 
hinge, simply bend the middle ‘finger’ 
back to its original position so that it 
reaches lower than the outer two.
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